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Eric Aho, Small Lake Edge, 2019, Oil on linen, 16 x 20 inches,
Courtesy of DC Moore Gallery, NYC and Tayloe Piggott Gallery, Jackson Hole, WY

Connection to Place
The Work of Eric Aho and Brece Honeycutt
What makes a place a place? In Landscape and Memory, Simon Schama’s far-reaching study of nature and culture,
he writes that “wilderness does not name itself.” He asserts that the very act of identifying a place “presupposes
our presence [as well as] the heavy cultural backpacks we
lug with us on the trail.” For Schama, landscape is a human construct that becomes altered as we invest it with
our myths and longings. Thus, he adds, even the landscape we “suppose to be most free of our culture may
turn out, on closer inspection, to be its product.”
When an individual interacts with a landscape, however, there is often a slightly different result. It becomes
personal. Thoreau, of course, spent two solitary years at

by KK Kozik

Walden Pond, and it was his teacher and his mirror. Wendell Berry, a more contemporary essayist, has discussed
how his affection for Port Royal, Kentucky, coaxed him
home from Manhattan to farm, write and contemplate.
Deep knowledge acquired through cycles of seasons there
has enabled Berry to create a portrait of it more comprehensive than any map or scale drawing. He terms this “the
intimacy the mind makes with the place it awakens in.” In
the New England landscapes that painter Eric Aho and
sculptor Brece Honeycutt call home (Saxtons River, Vermont, and Sheffield, Massachusetts, respectively), each
has cultivated such a relationship. While Aho and Honeycutt make work that is worlds apart in physical form, they
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SHELLEY REED

I Release the Tiger From the Cage, an Interview by Joy Setton

As in the fables of Aesop or La Fontaine, Shelley Reed’s paintings are “peopled” with animals that are uncannily
reflective of our own instincts, fears and shortcomings. In fact, her work is reflective in both senses of the word: She
thinks deeply about and probes deeply into the human condition, and she throws back to us images from the past to
illuminate the present. Drawing mainly from the work of 17th- and 18th-century genre painters such as Melchior De
Honecoeter, Frans Snyders and Jean-Baptiste Oudry, Reed creates striking new images of domination, conflict, wisdom, vanity, jealousy, aggression, curiosity and general multifarious interaction. She is represented by the Sears-Peyton
Gallery in New York, Carol Corey Fine Art in Kent, Conn., as well as Visions West Contemporary in Denver, where
her latest show will be opening on Sept. 17.
JS: Let’s start with what is glaringly absent from your
work: color.
SR: I splashed a lot of color around at the beginning and
loved it. But when I painted in color, I would get so into
different colors touching each other, so into the beauty
of color, that I would end up with a beautiful color study.
That’s not what I wanted, so I rejected one of the mostloved things in art and pared down my palette.

painting people to painting animals, etc. …
So it’s been a long process of focus, and also trust. I started to trust that I was doing work that felt important to me,
and not being swayed by art trends, or what we are taught
in art school is expected from artists: always changing,
always surprising oneself. I do try to grow and surprise
myself, but I do it with focused restrictions that hopefully
allow a deeper, more thoughtful exploration.
JS: Can you talk about how your images come
together?
SR: My work is a mash-up of art history, and
my starting point is art books.
People often think that I need to see the original
painting that I’m working from, but it’s almost
the exact opposite. I mostly work from images
in books. It’s not really how the original artist
applied paint that’s important to me, it’s about
the imagery and what feels compelling.
When I find an image I love, then I free-hand
draw, make collages and Xeroxes,; then paint
from those. A lot of artists come up with an image by putting it all together on the computer.
I am sort of envious of those people because it
feels like maybe that’s an easier process! But I
don’t think it would translate well for me. I need
to do it with my hands.
JS: You seem to have indeed achieved good control of your hands …
SR: In looking back at the painters that are interesting to
me, I am really only looking back at people that I think
have excellent technique; I am really looking at great
painters. When I started appropriating from art history
a long time ago, it was important to me to pick people
who were somewhat obscure. Not because I didn’t want
anyone to know my references — there is always a parenthetical attribution to the original artist in my titles — but
because I was re-introducing work that was very important at a specific time in art history but that had gotten a
little bit lost.
Now that’s not as important to me — I always use people
who are long dead. I do not rip off contemporary artists. I

For me these paintings are echoes from art history, echoes
from reality, and the black and white helps with that. I try
to get as much “color” as possible out of black and white,
and go for a less predictable but equally seductive beauty.
In the process of paring down, I’m trying to do big things
with minimal tools. I use small brushes, two colors of
paint, no computer and no assistants.
JS: It must have been quite thrilling to arrive at the realization that you could achieve quite a lot with minimal
tools.
SR: It happened intuitively over the course of a decade. I
was extensively editing: first my palette, then my imagery
by choosing to work from art history, then I went from
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Above: Shelley Reed, Tiger (after Landseer and Thiele), 2007, oil on canvas, 72 x 56 inches
Left: Shelley Reed, Bird (after Oudry), 2016, oil on canvas, 120 x 176 inches
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ing point for a conversation, and very importantly related
to history. Someone can look at my painting and hopefully get something just from the image that is presented, but
if they know that the image was actually pulled out of a
painting that was done over three hundred years ago, that
becomes a much more interesting conversation: How has
human nature changed, how has our presentation of human nature changed? It really is about our evolution: We
have tremendous potential to create beautiful art, discover astounding technologies, yet we also are
responsible for horrors like the Holocaust.
JS: One thing that I admire about your
work is that it leaves something to the
imagination, there is a sense of mystery;
something is happening but it isn’t obvious
what.
SR: The idea of setting up a story but not
dictating it is what’s interesting to me. I
don’t cull images out of art history and use
them to dictate one story, but I use them
multiple times in different settings, which
changes the story.
In Edwin Landseer’s Portrait of Mr. Van
Amburgh, a tiger is cowering in the corner
of a cage, and the lion tamer, famous in
his day, represents man’s domination over
the wild world. In my painting Tiger (after
Landseer), I released the tiger from the cage
and put him in a landscape where the story is open-ended; he could be threatening
civilization, which is in the distance, but he
is also looking directly at us, showing him,
and us, as either predator or prey.
JS: There is a great deal of dynamic energy coursing through your paintings. I
would argue that one of the aims of the
painter is to capture movement. How
do you think about that and how do you
achieve it, technically?
SR: For me, there is no one specific goal in art; capturing
movement is one of many aims. I am a great respecter
of all different kinds of art, and goals. I think there is
movement in a lot of the images that I chose to work with
from art history, but there is also a lot of stasis or stillness.
Sometimes there is implied movement.
In Bird (after Oudry), the image of that dead bird is all
about the movement that has stopped, and the stillness of
our looking at it.
JS: How do you know when a painting is finished?
SR: For me, it’s really about knowing when to stop. A
painting really isn’t finished; I could probably keep going,
but I just decide that I’ll do it in the next one, hopefully
get better in each next one.
JS: That’s wonderful. Thank you.

have no problem with people who do; I am a big supporter of appropriation in postmodernism — so long as people are completely attributed, but I only use dead guys.
JS: About technique, here is a quote from Gauguin that
I’d like you to react to: “Did Giotto know about perspective. If so, why didn’t he use it?”
SR: Ha! That’s funny. A museum director came to my
studio once and looked at my painting called Cat Fight (after Snyders). She knew it was from art history, and she said

to me, “You can draw better than that! Why don’t you
draw the cat better? I looked at her and I said, “Because
this is how Snyders did it, this is from the early 1600s, before we had cameras, and this is what he saw, I am showing what he saw. I am reintroducing what he did.”
A lot of people can learn to draw really well, but it’s not
about following rules, it’s about breaking the rules intelligently.
JS: What is the relationship between rules of technique
and rules of behavior, ethics?
SR: I don’t think art creates values; I think art responds to
what is happening in the culture. The work that I do is oriented towards ethics. It is using these animals as stand-ins
for humans, about how they are treating each other, what
they are witnessing. I am not trying to teach anything; it’s
more as an observation, an interpretation, I guess, a start-
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Above: Shelley Reed, Attacked by Hounds (after Oudry), 2005, oil on canvas, 72 x 62 inches
Left: Shelley Reed, Cat Fight (after Snyders), 2005, oil on canvas, 66 x 70 inches
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Continued from page 1

CONNECTION TO PLACE
share a process. Inspiration precipitates from slurries of — “The painting is the place.” These brushy abstractions
direct experience and cultural legacy. Their work is root- of nature “don’t exist without Tom Thompson,” says
ed in a sense of place, and also a sense of time.
Aho, crediting the early 20th-century Canadian painter
Aho’s “backpack” brims with memories: “I grew up of waterfalls, forests and northern lights who kept an easel
in Finland in America. Our home had a culture of sto- in his canoe and whose flatness and saturated hues flirt
rytelling. My father
with Post-Impressiontook Finnish mytholism. Aho is likewise at
ogies he learned as a
home in these woods,
child and wove them
strolls there, skis out
into
Depression-era
to a bog to watch the
sagas of his own. …
opening and closing
Finnish mythic heroes
of an “eye” in the ice
take on local personas
as it thaws and freezes
like Peter Hill who
in the winter. “How
teaches my father evdoes affection play into
erything about workit? It’s all about that. I
ing the farm, working
have a deep fondness
the woods, which my
for these places. I know
father passed on to
all the tipped trees and
me. My grandmother
the rocks, the sounds.
was said to have never
On walks you accumusmiled again once she
late that knowledge.
left her loving family in
The tree cover feels
Finland.”
right.” One recalls
These
stories
Gaston
Bachelard’s
framed Aho’s percepThe Poetics of Space: “intions. Finland may
timacy needs the heart
have been left behind,
of a nest.”
Brece Honeycutt, Winterfield #2: Stalks and Stems, 2017, Silk/Cotton
but in its absence it
For Brece HoneyThread on Damask, 16 x 15 ½ inches
assumed a looming
cutt, memories of sumpresence. When Aho
mers with her grandmoved to small-town New Hampshire at age eight, the parents on their farm in Hickory, North Carolina, are
surrounding forest became an element of his own reality. similarly potent.
“Formative things of childhood. … There was some“My grandmother was really creative, made lots of things
thing about following rivers and streams, swimming and including quilts. I learned color theory and pattern from gotraipsing through the woods that formed a sensory expe- ing to the attic, unfolding the quilts and looking at them.
rience. This is what I apply to the paintings. I can conjure She would laugh at my stitches, she was a perfect stitcher!
familiar smells, pockets of atmospheres and tempera- She taught me about plants and how to cook, stories about
tures, these connect to something much larger. The land- family when we went for the yearly cleaning of the graves at
scape, the sensitivity to the natural world, observing with- the cemetery. She had an amazing green thumb and grew
out judgment without asking too many questions, that is vegetables and flowers. I am inspired by work.”
Finnish, preparing yourself before going to the woods so
Investigations into distaff history and toil became the
you can be part of it. Walt Whitman calls this ‘unmind- genesis of many of Honeycutt’s early projects. She molding.’ I do something similar with paintings. They can get ed cast paper sculptures from washboards and basins and
overburdened with my demands and my will. I skate light- studied Clara Barton and the Red Cross. She was comly because I am trying to access images and memories and missioned to create a project for Wave Hill in the Bronx
experiences. I have failed miserably, wanting it too badly in 2007 (recently reinstalled) based on flowers mentioned
and trying too hard.”
by Emily Dickinson, who was known during her lifetime
Aho refers to his recent paintings as interiors. Forest as a gardener — her poems were secret.
walls stand perpendicular to rivers and slabs of ice with few
About the same time, Honeycutt and her husband
windows of light. He emphasizes that these paintings are moved onto their 1753 farm in Sheffield. Renovation
not of Saxtons River but about the feelings of being there was needed, and weeds grew all around. Repairing clap-
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Eric Aho, Americana, 2021, Oil on linen, 52 x 48 inches, Courtesy of the artist and DC Moore Gallery, New York

emerged from her studio in plenty, constructed variously of dyed and printed elements, found farm implements
and reclaimed handwork. Drawing resurfaced in her quiet, white Winterfield series (2017), this time in the form of
“lichen”-like stitching. Honeycutt considers herself a citizen-naturalist, one who feels a duty to nurture the land.
Wendell Berry terms this “husbandry.”
Honeycutt’s curiosity about history, plant usage and
work soon alit on the Shakers, whose major sites lie nearby. Research yielded her the opportunity to render investigations of place into new forms, resulting in Spooled, an
installation at the Albany International Airport Gallery
about the spirituality of work. Spooled dove into the earlier
life of the land where the airport sits off Albany Shaker
Road. Its buildings straddle the Shaker herb garden; the
grave of Mother Ann (founder of the Shakers) is visible
from the on-ramp to the highway. Honeycutt uncovered
an accounting from 1836 of work produced by the Shaker Sisters. The list details, inter alia, the amount of thread
spun for weaving cloth: 696 runs of tow and linen, 1,981
runs of worsted and wool. Honeycutt points out that one
run = 1,600 yards, and the Albany runway is 2,834 yards.
The Shaker Sisters’ 1836 output equals walking the Albany runway 1,511 times!

boards, her husband discovered a packet of love letters
from the 1860s that had been returned to the sender, a
broken-hearted young farmer. Honeycutt studied censuses and handwritten diaries to learn more about the people who had lived in the area. Eventually, however, her
gaze drifted outside and she began to wonder about the
Mohicans the settlers had displaced. She pondered existential questions about what it meant to live there. More
than in the house, the answers were in the land.
“There were all these weeds because the place had
not been taken care of. I realized that the people who
walked on this ground would not be throwing them out,
that these plants were good for eating or health or dying. That is what really started me on this path. I started
wondering, what is this plant, what do you do with that?”
She learned eco-dying — working with plant pigments to print on paper and cloth. She learned local
geology and how soil pH influences which wildflowers
grow where. She walked and journaled daily, creating a
record of temperatures, and flora and fauna she encountered, journals she reverts to when she wants to know
“when the hummingbirds return.” This research was the
raw material for her work. After a period of woodshedding, handmade “books” and modest-scaled sculptures
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The intimate partnership one forms through working through tiny bits of details, to use the landscape to form
the land is front and center in Honeycutt’s art. Aho’s Ice a picture of this person. It’s amazing what the landscape
Cuts series examines the same though the group stands can tell you. Maybe the response to [your question about]
somewhat apart from the rest of his work. Cutting ice intimacy is in there. I wasn’t able to ask my father these
for sale was one of his family’s trades in the Depression questions, but I could ask the landscape.”
years and was featured often in their household lore. Each
Honeycutt joins Aho in this impulse to stem the tide
piece from the series has
of loss through art. During
in its title a year from that
one recent residency, she
era. The least lush of Aho’s
created a calendar of daiwork, these stark paintings
ly plant rubbings on paper
parallel the deprivations of
as a carpe diem Hail Mary
those times. Each depicts
to mark the progress of a
an avanto, the Finnish word
season. “Plant material is
for a hole sawn in lake ice
fugitive. Things made with
for post-sauna polar plungplants will probably fade
es, a personal emblem.
… they would fade anyway
Reminiscent of the trapback into the earth,” she
ezoids of Ellsworth Kelly
has said. Too, the found
and Malevich, these black
materials she adopts,
portals to hypothermia are
wrought by other hands,
somber counters to the
are reminders of the misstranscendental joy much of
ing and of the fleetingness
his work evinces.
of life in a Vanitas sense.
“I have lots of AmerDuring this pandemic
ican optimism and good
year, Honeycutt found a
humor but melancholy is
silver lining as one of six
a pretty Finnish attribute.
individuals selected for a
I have that, too,” Aho adpilot project, the WPAmits. “I was a teenager in
styled Artists at Work. She
the ’80s. Talking Heads
was paired with Hancock
lyrics run through my mind
Shaker Village and Cam— ‘Heaven is a place where
phill Center for adults with
nothing ever happens.’
disabilities and worked on
For me, paintings are that
a series of found textile
place. Nothing is lost there.
pieces examining codified
I share cultural anxiety
Shaker uses of color. Aho
about loss in the natural
has also benefited, finding
world, but loss is also the
more time to spend with
Brece Honeycutt, Winterfield #2: Stalks and Stems, 2017, Silk/
loss of childhood, the loss
each painting, divulging
Cotton Thread on Damask, 16 x 15 ½ inches
of innocence.”
“that is the real pleasure in
Aho has specifically
the work. Being in the midmemorialized the latter in The Continental Series, a paean to dle of a painting is where I want to live. Over the years I
his father, a just-drafted soldier who landed in Normandy haven’t given myself enough time to enjoy that.”
right after D-Day, When records detailing the regiment’s
The pandemic has demanded much from all of us,
day-to-day march across Europe were released, Aho un- artists included, and the resulting diaspora from urban
dertook a pilgrimage to follow these steps, stopping and America has brought many to new climes. While not all
painting where the regiment paused.
transplants will get religion about back to the land, the role
“It was a desperate act of connection to my father … of place as a motive for making art seems newly resonant.
to understand this violent loss of innocence. He didn’t talk While we in our complicated fashion look to landscape for
about the war at all. As I began a family I wanted to know many things, and seize more than we give, there is space
my father better. … On one occasion I sat and painted for optimism. If the landscape works its magic on those it
under similar blue skies on the same day in August that enfolds, more may caretake what they care about. To quote
an extraordinary battle occurred, yet he remarkably sur- Simon Schama again, “The cultural habits of humanity
vived. ... it was a way to connect to him imaginatively have always made room for the sacredness of nature.”
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BOOK REVIEW By Joy Setton
Florine Stettheimer: Painting Poetry
by Stephen Brown and Georgiana Uhlyarik
Yale University Press, 2017
Leisure: The Basis of Culture
by Josef Pieper, Translated by Alexander Dru, with an introduction by T.S Eliot
Liberty Fund, Carmel Indiana, 1999
Born into a wealthy German-Jewish family in Rochester,
New York, in 1871, educated in Berlin, Stuttgart, Paris,
Vienna, etc., Florine Stettheimer was a lady of leisure
who used her leisure well: to study and then practice
painting, design, poetry.
The Jewish Museum had the good idea of organizing a Florine Stettheimer retrospective in 2017, and its
wonderful curator, Stephen Brown — who also gave us
the Vuillard show in 2012 — heads the catalogue with a
to-the-point essay taking Florine at face value rather than
trying to force her into schools, styles, movements, trends,
as was done in the 1995 show at Whitney, which tried
to rehabilitate Stettheimer by turning her into a “rococo
subversive.”
There are many plush poufs, ornate divans, chaises
and sofas in Florine Stettheimer’s work, and figures reclining in them. There is much floating, redolent of Redon. That’s the rococo aspect I suppose, and the subversive part might be that she painted people at a time when
that was going out of style.
Portraits of herself, her family and her intimates — in
which “the contrast of matter and spirit [is] made legible by the attributes surrounding the figure” and scale,
color and brushwork become full-fledged signifiers — are
among Stettheimer’s best creations.
“This level of conceptual visualization,” writes Brown,
“clearly rests on a firm command of formal means, a
wide experience of visual arts, and a social perspicuity
that could be modulated by the artist according to the
situation.” Indeed.
In the catalogue’s second essay, unfortunately, an attempt is made to validate the lesser-known artist by comparing her to a more famous one, and half the space is
spent talking about Georgia O’Keeffe. “Both artists lay
claim to a highly nuanced modernity that was as self-referential as it was visionary,” writes Uhlyarik. Yes, they were
individuals, and they worked at around the same time.
In fact, the comparison works in reverse; one could
argue that what Stephen Brown aptly called “the artist’s
commitment to iconographical legibility, as opposed to
the psychic lurches and incongruent juxtapositions of au-

tomatism” allowed her to age much better.
Brown also makes a more fruitful rapprochement by
comparing Stettheimer’s Picnic at Bedford Hills (1918) to
Peter Bruegel the Elder’s Land of Cockaigne (1567). “In
Stettheimer’s vision, dizzying prostration from the sins of
gluttony and sloth has been replaced by an elevated dolce
far niente.”
Which brings us to the second reading suggestion:
Leisure, The Basis of Culture, by the German Catholic philosopher Josef Pieper, with an introduction by T.S. Eliot.
In a sentence, the thesis is as follows: “Culture depends
for its very existence on leisure; and leisure, in its turn, is
not possible unless it has a durable and consequently living link with the cultus, with divine worship.”
As enlightened moderns we would shirk from the combination of divine with worship — we would use divine
to describe a chocolate cake, and worship an Instagram
influencer, not a god. Yet as alienated moderns we deeply
feel the lack of cultus; the “sense of community” sought
out by everyone, everywhere — from an “identity,” to a
Facebook page — everywhere, except of course where it
can actually be found.
“It is essential to reckon with the fact that one of the
foundations of Western culture is leisure,” writes Pieper.
“Even the history of the word attests the fact: for leisure in
Greek is skole, and in Latin, scola, the English school. The
word used to designate the place where we educate and
teach is derived from a word that means leisure.”
What a discovery! What an insight! Just to be reminded
of that small etymological fact is enough to make the book
worthwhile! We now live in the world of “total work,” but
it hasn’t always been so.
In Josef Pieper’s view, the professionalization of culture is a direct result of the dwindling of the Catholic
cultus. If worship, however, is being together; in one
place, for one purpose, senses open, wanting and willing,
quieted, then can’t that also happen at a concert, at a
dance party, in a museum, or a forest, untrammeled by
fear of sin and eternal damnation, unmediated by any
God and in direct relation with ourselves, each other and
the world? Yes, it can.
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Page 10 from the Book of Paintings, 2021, oil over watercolor on 300 lb. rag paper, 11x11 inches

Art, in its instinctive and wordless power, goes right to the eyes. The feel and touch of art generates
a rippling current that penetrates both mind and body. Powerful art shies away from an obfuscating
cloud of language, seeking instead a direct hit to the soul.
					
My Book of Paintings is only that, just paintings. I believe they speak for themselves. The book will be
exhibited at David Richard Gallery, New York, in September.
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PROCESS PAGE
A Case Study by Monroe Hodder, New York, N.Y.

A BOOK OF PAINTINGS

Book Making

Gathering

It seemed important to make a book of
original paintings, to take a stand against
the world of constant reproductions. I
wanted this book to be images only — not
a reservoir for words. Then magic showed
up. I was introduced to a woman who made
books, Joanne Steinhardt.

Gathering material for a linen cover, for
binding, and the tape that holds it all together. A transparent paper rests between
the pages, their backs covered with a fine
watercolor paper. The title is simply A Book
of Paintings.

The Painted Page

Ceremony

The pages are sturdy, painted on 300 lb.
Arches hot press watercolor paper. The
process: first, a layer of soft and gentle
watercolor, then an isolation coat, and then
finally layers of heavy oil paint that are
scraped off and layered again in search of
form and content. The content is elusive.

The book in its open state — the spine bent
into a circle, the pages there for all to see.
We plan a ceremony at its first showing in
a New York gallery in September. We will
present the book closed at first and then
make a short ritual to spread it open in a
circle for a full view of the pages.
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Victoria-Idongesit Udondian, Àdápé ii (from The Republic of Unknown Territory), 2021; second-hand clothes,
repurposed fabrics, metal, resin, dimensions variable
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A SCENE EMERGES?
The form and function of art scenes across America
by Stephen Maine

As the Covid-19 pandemic prompted artists to decamp
from New York and other centers of art-world traffic in
search of social distance, many found the extra elbow
room much to their liking — and conducive to their productivity in the studio. The resulting decentralization of
creative energies is giving rise to a growing awareness of
flourishing local and regional art scenes.
An artist-centric definition of “scene” is a location in
space and time where conditions are such that artists as
makers can thrive. Galleries, critics, museums and collectors are wonderful, interconnected additions, but without
an energetic population of art-makers, there’s no basis for
these other elements — systems of distribution to markets, published critical dialogue, the mechanisms of institutional support, patterns of private acquisition — to
come into existence.
In New Art City: Manhattan at Mid-Century (Alfred A.
Knopf, 2005), Jed Perl describes a milieu consisting of a
small group of artists in and around Greenwich Village,
many of whom studied with that charismatic conduit
of European modernism, Hans Hofmann. Underlying
Perl’s sweeping, 600-page depiction of a complex and ever-changing matrix of forces that shaped the New York
School is the premise that key individuals made indispensable contributions.
According to a quite different paradigm of collective
innovation, the scene itself generates momentum. Brian
Eno apparently coined the term “scenius” to refute the
model of individual genius in favor of an “ecology of talent” that constitutes collective creative energy of a place
during a particular time. Eno rejects the premise that a
hierarchy of talent is responsible for cultural innovation:
“The important changes in cultural history were actually
the product of very large numbers of people and circumstances conspiring to make something new. I call this ‘sce-

nius’ – it means ‘the intelligence and intuition of a whole
cultural scene.’ It is the communal form of the concept
of genius.”
In his delightful little book Art Will (Floating World
Editions, 2021), the Buffalo-based painter Charlie Clough
describes the early days of Hallwalls, which he founded in
1974 along with Robert Longo, Cindy Sherman and Michael Zwack: “There were all these swirling institutional bits that turned into a situation where a congregation
would gather.” Clough’s concept of the “congregation”
does not include today’s virtual communities, such as
they are, on social media — it’s a very IRL manifestation
of shared space and actual, simultaneous experience. In
Buffalo, the present-day “institutional bits” include the
decades-old Hallwalls itself, the Albright-Knox Museum
(which, like the Nelson-Atkins in Kansas City, is close to
the hearts of many artists in town) and the University at
Buffalo.
Congregation doesn’t necessarily imply collaboration,
but that is the explicit objective of the Arts Collaboratory at UB’s College of Arts and Sciences. The initiative
is directed by Bronwyn Keenan, a veteran of the auction house, museum and private gallery worlds in New
York City. The Collaboratory’s latest initiative is an “incubator” gallery located downtown, called The Space
Between — its name alludes to its geographical location
equidistant from affluent and underserved neighborhoods. Desegregation of the city’s artist population is a
top priority.
The inaugural exhibition was by Victoria-Idongesit
Udondian, visiting artist/scholar at UB, who set up a studio in the space and invited local artists to collaborate on
a sculptural installation titled Àdépé. The artist told me,
“My project at The Space Between granted me a platform to connect with the Buffalo community. Having the
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opportunity to listen and learn from visitors to the Space rent discourse as well as what was happening in the major
while also sharing their stories and making Arts together centers, I always thought of Richmond as having its own
has given me an insight into understanding the disparities fully formed, somewhat idiosyncratic but not monolithic,
and connections inherent in Buffalo from the perspective culture. There was a strong community around the art
school, and everyone involved in the beginning was either
of the locals.”
Emily Reynolds of the nonprofit Buffalo Institute of a faculty member, student or former student … and as
Contemporary Art cites the support her organization with Hallwalls, many of us worked in close proximity.”
Artist Tanja Softić has lived in Richmond for nearly
has received from the local community. On the basis of a
thirty years and has seen
capital campaign on email
first-hand the ramping up
and social media appeals to
of institutional contribuindividual donors, BICA,
tions to the vibrancy of
formerly housed in a small
the art life and commugarage, has been able to exnity, including the Visual
pand and relocate to their
Arts Center of Richmond,
capacious new space a few
the Virginia Museum of
blocks away: “We’ve built a
Fine Arts, the University
strong network locally and
of Richmond Museums
nationally that has been
and the VCU Institute for
extremely responsive when
Contemporary Art. Many
we make a clear and transof these venues are downparent case to them about
town, within walking disour financial needs.” BICA
tance. She tells me there is
inaugurated their Essex
a robust level of collecting
Street Art Center location
locally: “The progenitors
with “Crossroads,” an exof contemporary collecting
hibition by Buffalo photogin Richmond were Sydney
rapher D J Carr.
and Francis Lewis, foundIn Buffalo and elseers of Best Products. Franwhere, a sense of local
cis was something of a cult
identity seems to be crucial
character in Richmond,
— even when that identity
immensely popular among
is in a state of flux. The
museum leaders and curaRobert E. Lee Monument
tors and artists, and loved
in Richmond, Virginia
the company of artists,
(dedicated in 1890) landed
DJ Carr, Real Bike Life Only, 2021. Digital c-print, 11 x 14 inches,
Courtesy of the artist
whether world-famous or
on the cover of Artforum
local.”
last December — with the
Charley Friedman and Nancy Friedemann-Sánchez
figure of the Confederate Army’s commander cropped
out of the picture. The growing, group-sourced interven- are artists who relocated from New York City to Lincoln,
tion on the statue’s massive base was lauded in the mag- Nebraska, a decade ago; in 2013, they began presenting
azine as the most significant public artwork in the U.S. work at their gallery, Fiendish Plots. Theirs is the only
in 2020. The activist culture developing in this city fuels artist-run space in town, and openings are packed. Says
its burgeoning art scene, contributing both esprit de corps Friedman, “You need some variables to make the ‘sceand subject matter. Workspace is still inexpensive, and the nius’ work: good schools, money, patrons and galleries,
presence of young artists (e.g., Virginia Commonwealth clubs and auditoriums, plus a certain kind of down-home
pride among all the citizens. Lincoln has that.”
University students) further invigorates the situation.
Friedemann-Sánchez returns to the theme of collabNearly as old as Hallwalls, 1708 Gallery was founded in 1978 by a group from VCU that included Sharon oration among kindred spirits. “What I have found in
Lawless. In retrospect, Lawless recalls the city as a place Lincoln,” she says, “is a good deal of cross-pollination
somewhat apart: “Even though we were all aware of cur- between artists and writers and filmmakers. … When
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we have openings, the people that come are artists, mu- Hofmann in midcentury New York City — both visionarsicians, writers, collectors and the community at large. ies (who imagine possibilities) and operatives (who make
Perhaps the discussion of cross-pollination is all over right things happen). If some individual achievements appear
now, but to go from the talk to reality is harder probably as peaks in a metaphorical mountain range of creative
in a large city. It ends up happening in the social scene endeavor, it is only because immeasurably forceful tectonic pressures have thrust them upward into view.
here because it is small.”
A scene emerges
Perhaps
parawhen its participants
doxically, the very
are more influenced
fact that Lincoln
by one another than
is not an internaby what’s going on
tionally recognized
elsewhere. So what
center of cultural
about the Hudproduction means
son River Valley?
that many residents
There’s
certainly
are receptive to new
something scene-like
work. “Artists here
afoot in the 90-mileare excited and hunlong region that
gry and desire to
extends from the
show,” says FriedPeekskill/Garrison
man. “Two of the
area northward to
most ambitious projHudson and enviects I’ve ever creatrons (including Art
ed could only have
Oliver Doriss, Baby Head Cups, 2021, blown glass, 4.5 inches high
Omi in Ghent and
come to fruition in
Lincoln. Why? Because people are excited to be a part The School in Kinderhook), but it lacks the geographiof creative endeavors, and they don’t mind sinking their cal density that seems to be essential to a proper scene.
To borrow Charlie Clough’s term, artists may congregate
teeth into it.”
Without dismissing the attractive idea of a radically at events along the Hudson (and at points east and west,
democratic “scenius” in which all participants contrib- such as Hillsdale and Woodstock), but they don’t form a
ute to and feed off a collective energy, it’s also true that a unitary congregation. Is a more expansive definition of
scene needs leaders — a nucleus. Most scenes have them, scene needed (perhaps one that includes … scenery)?
after all. Tacoma, Washington, artist and gallerist Oliver With official guidelines on social distance easing in time
Doriss believes that a group of leaders “gives everyone for the second edition of Upstate Art Weekend (https://
permission to be different, to be seen. Not every culture or www.upstateartweekend.org/), we may soon find out.
group of young adults knows it’s ‘okay’ to do something
different, something out of the norm. Many are waiting
for someone else to do something when it might actually
be up to them to take a risk.” The figure of Dale Chihuly
COCOA values creative discourse
comes to mind — the Tacoma native has sponsored high
school programs in glassblowing, helping to make the meVisit our website to
dium “okay” for aspiring sculptors to explore.
Collectors and commercial galleries don’t figure prominently in Tacoma, where artists look to Seattle for access
to the retail art market. The public spaces where creative
WWW.COCOA.FOUNDATION
people gather tend to be bars and events spaces. “Tacoma
is a tight knit community,” says Doriss. “As the dirty little
$30 for 4 issues (1 year)
sister of Seattle it is often scorned and looked down upon.
This relationship has forged a ferocious culture of people
with a strong identity who aren’t afraid to do the work.”
Maybe the most effectual leaders are — like Hans
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I stopped, and took my flashlight
to the pasture fence. They turned
to me where they lay, sad
and beautiful faces in the dark,
and I counted them–forty
near and far in the pasture,
turning to me, sad and beautiful
like girls very long ago
who were innocent, and sad
because they were innocent,
and beautiful because they were
sad. I switched off my light.
But I did not want to go,
not yet, nor knew what to do
if I should stay, for how

Shelley Reed, Hitched (after Desportes and Hondecoeter), 2013, oil on canvas, 84 x 110 inches

in that great darkness could I explain
anything, anything at all.
I stood by the fence. And then
very gently it began to rain.
The Cows at Night
Hayden Carruth
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